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Contemplation is a key element in my curatorial practice, which focuses on solo and duo 
presentations like this one by Jörg Reissner and Peter Sandbichler at Galleria Doris Ghetta. 
Incidentally, this is the third of four exhibitions in the ‘Encounters’ series featuring seating 
arrangements – in this case works from Peter Sandbichler’s ‘Alte Schachtel’ sequence – that 
encourage a change of pace in the way we look at art in gallery spaces, inviting the viewer to sit 
down, dwell and contemplate. Another characteristic of my exhibitions is that I develop them by 
establishing personal relationships, based on my experience of staging shows at the Hallway 
Gallery in my own home. I needed to trust artists with the keys to my apartment, be familiar 
enough with their working processes to trust spontaneous changes during the installation, and 
also to know the artists themselves well enough to trust the public they attracted would be 
respectful of my home. The ‘Encounters’ series is an extended gesture of trust. I invite an artist I 
know well and have worked with before, who, in turn, invites an artist they have never exhibited 
with before. In this case, I invited Jörg Reissner, who was part of the Hallway exhibitions in 
Vienna. After which Jörg invited Vienna-based artist Peter Sandbichler, who he used to assist in 
various working processes. 
 
What the two have in common is a very unique process for recycling material and form. The 
show mainly features a spatial cardboard installation by Peter Sandbichler, some of his folding 
works and two of his seating boxes, while Jörg Reissner has brought new paintings and drawings 
of various formats, which at first sight might not appear so obviously connected. A closer look 
reveals the forms in the large paintings to be related to the cardboard boxes that he uses like 
stencils or blueprints for various shapes on the canvas or for his color choices. In earlier works, 
cardboards, gypsum blocks or wood parts would be physically part of installative assemblages of 
paintings and objects. The new works are much more painterly and consequently, in a way, 
much more abstract, standing alone as they do without references. ‘Abstraction’, ‘recycling’ and 
‘reference’ are the perfect terms to describe Peter Sandbichler’s folding works. In them he uses 
the ancient technique of origami to fold pages from newspapers, abstracting them into what 
appear a mesmerizing pattern from a distance and a critical mutilation of the written content of a 
Dadaist poem from close up. The gesture of folding, a simple interference with an existing 
material to change its appearance and function, also originates the ‘Alte Schachtel’ sequence. 
Actual cardboard boxes are dented until they have an appealing form and then grouted with 
fiberglass-enforced acrylic resin to turn out as the durable cast of an ephemeral object at the end 
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of its usefulness. Sandbichler’s larger recycled cardboard installations, take the anti-sculpture 
attitude one step further. Neither for sale nor kept in storage, they are, rather, a temporary 
manifestation that live their monumental moment of fame, then return to the recycling circle. 
 
Humanity’s cultural achievements, like art, came about courtesy of heightened contemplative 
attention. Only attention and contemplation lead to critical thinking. Only critical thinking, by 
addressing the unknown, can open your mind to creative problem-solving. This is increasingly 
important today, in times of disintegrating democratic systems and pressure, sooner rather than 
later, to find a better way with each other and the resources of our planet. Because no escape plan 
exists as yet . In his book Reductionism in Art and Brain Science (Columbia University Press, 
2016), Eric Kandel, the Austrian-born neuroscientist who received the the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine in 2000, describes the link between abstract art and creative thinking and 
problem-solving by explaining the difference between bottom-up and top-down thinking. 
Bottom-up thinking includes mental processes ingrained by the millennia of human experience 
that have programmed us. We thus unconsciously make sense of phenomena, guessing that a 
light source that comes from above us is the sun or that someone larger must be standing closer 
to us than someone much smaller, who is therefore in the distance. Top-down thinking, on the 
other hand, is based on our personal experience and knowledge and is necessary for us to 
interpret formal, symbolic or story-rich art. Abstraction taps bottom-up thinking, requiring little 
to no a priori knowledge. 
 
In abstract painting, elements are included not as visual reproductions of objects but as 
references or clues to how we conceptualize objects. Thus the reason abstract art poses such an 
enormous challenge to the beholder is that it teaches us to look at art – and, in a sense, at the 
world – in a new way. Abstract art dares our visual system to interpret an image that is 
fundamentally different from the kind of images our brain has evolved to reconstruct. Abstract 
art, which strips away the narrative, the real-life, expected visuals, requires active problem-
solving. It makes our brains work in a different, harder way at a subconscious level. Combined 
with contemplation – a change in pace from our everyday life of superficial multitasking without 
any in-depth thinking processes – art may help to remind us what being human is about, to 
redefine our role in society and our society's role in the preservation of human civilization, 
provided, that is, we are open to art's efforts to change perspective. And it is precisely to possible 
ways of changing perspective that Jörg Reissner and Peter Sandbichler make such a great 
contribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


